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JANUARY 2023 - NORTH AMERICAN EDITION

SUMMARY

Qualified recipients 37,444

Other recipients 5,722

FBO copies 230

Exhibition copies 0

Total copies 43,396

Total readership 71,576

Total readership figure is based on:

Readers per printed copy 5.8

Readers per digital/exhibition copy 1.0

Readers per bulk copy 15.0

The number of readers per printed copy is based on reader questionnaire
feedback during the most recent three years. Casual visitors viewing the
Digital edition on the web site are not included in these figures at all.

BUSINESS/OCCUPATION BREAKOUT

Qualified
Printed

Qualified
Digital

Non-qualified
Printed

Non-qualified
Digital

Total Per cent

Owners/operators of business aircraft 4,805 23,543 0 0 28,348 65.6

Other business aviation professionals 395 8,701 0 4,593 13,689 31.7

Other recipients 0 0 0 1,129 1,129 2.6

Total 5,200 32,244 0 5,722 43,166

Note: Throughout this report there is no duplication between the Printed and Digital copy recipient figures. Those receiving a printed copy may also receive the Digital edition, but
are not included in the Digital totals. Other recipients comprise mainly direct requests for the Digital edition.
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The Maintenance Service Hub will significantly improve NetJets’ direct collaboration
with supply chain partners. The Scottsdale facility will house an inventory of aircraft
parts; its yearly investment exceeds $60m and ensures maintenance partners
always have what they require, whether for planned or unplanned events. This in
turn means more flight availability for NetJets owners, especially as securing ramp
space will limit traffic congestion and fuel delays. See page 5.

NetJets 
breaks ground 
at Scottsdale 

Fuelled since 2020 by soaring personal
stock portfolios, easy access to low-
interest cash and a pandemic-induced
d e s i r e  t o  a v o i d  p u b l i c  a i r p o r t
bottlenecks, interest in flying privately
has soared. However, industry observer
Brian Foley says recent metrics now
suggest the white-hot market has
begun to cool to a more manageable
and sustainable level.

Shortly after the pandemic was
declared, first-time users of private
aircraft began to flock to the easiest
access to personal flights, namely
char ter  and fract ional  a ircraf t
providers. These business models allow
instant access to a fleet of aircraft
without the hassle of buying and
maintaining one. Some charter
providers reported upwards of 50 per
cent of their business being booked by
new clients who had never flown
privately before.

The sudden rush of new customers
made servicing these trip requests
challenging for a finite network in a
niche, capital-intensive industry sized
for much lower utilisation. A few
providers such as Berkshire Hathaway’s
NetJets division were even forced to
suspend further new charter sales just
so they could provide an adequate
service level to their existing clients.

Buying a used aircraft was another
way for newcomers with the resources
and commitment to take to the 
skies on their own terms. This trend
proved so popular as to empty the
supply of used aircraft on the market to
all-time lows. This predictably caused
prices to surge as it promptly became 
a seller’s market, often leaving only 
the choice of older, overpriced jets 
with a list of expensive maintenance
requirements.

“This frustration led some first-time
buyers to the most expensive solution
of them all: buying a brand new
aircraft,” says Foley. “Just as the charter,
fractional and pre-owned markets 
were inundated, so too did the
manufacturers’ order books begin to
swell. In 2021 Textron Aviation, maker
of such private aircraft as the Cessna
Citation business jet and King Air
turboprop, reported that 20 per cent 
of  i ts  customers  were new to
ownership. This sudden surge in
interest caused the next available buyer
delivery slots to extend out to the 2025
timeframe and beyond at some
manufacturers.

“As with any extreme swings from
market norms, these exceptional times
weren’t to last forever. Early signs 
of the froth receding a bit,  not

catastrophically but in a manner that
relieves an overworked market, have
begun to appear.”

The catalysts for this change have
come in the forms of sagging stock and
bond markets, inflation, rising interest
rates, reduced virus anxiety and the
looming threat of a recession. Flyers
may not feel as rich or secure as 
they had been, and this being a
discretionary spend, cutting back or
eliminating the relatively costly private
flying expense is one way to shore up
the finances, at least mentally. With no
strings attached when leaving charter,
many business aircraft newbies have
opted to go back to their economy-plus
airline seats.

As proof of this exodus, WingX
reports that branded charter activity 
in North America is now down 23 per
cent compared to levels a year ago, 
and is even five per cent below the 
pre-pandemic levels of 2019. Part of
the reason for the quick turnaround 
is the ease with which one can decide
whether to charter. It would appear
that many of those first-time users
were only interested in a one time trip,
and were financially humbled by the
$20,000 one way ticket from New York
to Palm Beach.

Page 8

Sudden boom in business aviation
cools to more sustainable levels

Minnesota-based Gulfstream operator
Global Air Charters has shared details
on the first planting of tree seedlings
under its commitment to reforestation
projects.

The Minnesota Department of
Natural Resources (MNDNR) has
confirmed that Global Air Charters’
donations funded the hand-planting of
6,000 bare root conifer seedlings,
comprising 5,400 red pines and 600 jack
pines, in May 2022. The planting site
covers six acres of woodland near the 
St Croix State Forest in Ogema Township
in Pine County, Minnesota. Salvage
harvesting cleared the area of wind-
damaged trees and created growing
space for the next generation of forest.
MNDNR will manage the site as a
working forest ,  using various
silvicultural techniques to keep it
healthy and sustainable into the future.

Global  Air  Char ters  chose  to
coordinate the plantings through
MNDNR’s Future Forest Fund, which
allows Minnesotans to contribute to
reforestation projects across the state.
In this programme, MNDNR identifies
areas in need of reforestation that may

Global Air Charters
completes first
reforestation
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way for newcomers with the resources
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proved so popular as to empty the
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all-time lows. This predictably caused
prices to surge as it promptly became 
a seller’s market, often leaving only 
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SUMMARY

Qualified recipients 37,444

Other recipients 5,722

FBO copies 230

Exhibition copies 0

Total copies 43,396

Total readership 71,576

Total readership figure is based on:

Readers per printed copy 5.8

Readers per digital/exhibition copy 1.0

Readers per bulk copy 15.0

The number of readers per printed copy is based on reader questionnaire
feedback during the most recent three years. Casual visitors viewing the
Digital edition on the web site are not included in these figures at all.

BUSINESS/OCCUPATION BREAKOUT

Qualified
Printed

Qualified
Digital

Non-qualified
Printed

Non-qualified
Digital

Total Per cent

Owners/operators of business aircraft 4,805 23,543 0 0 28,348 65.6

Other business aviation professionals 395 8,701 0 4,593 13,689 31.7

Other recipients 0 0 0 1,129 1,129 2.6

Total 5,200 32,244 0 5,722 43,166

Note: Throughout this report there is no duplication between the Printed and Digital copy recipient figures. Those receiving a printed copy may also receive the Digital edition, but
are not included in the Digital totals. Other recipients comprise mainly direct requests for the Digital edition.



QUALIFIED SOURCE/AGE BREAKOUT

One Year
Printed

One Year
Digital

Two Years
Printed

Two Years
Digital

Three Years
Printed

Three Years
Digital

Total

Direct Personal Requests 641 198 109 170 65 196 1,379

Company Requests 116 691 50 232 0 59 1,148

Aircraft Registries & Directories 2,864 26,861 1,350 3,728 5 109 34,917

Total 3,621 27,750 1,509 4,130 70 364 37,444

QUALIFIED MAILING ADDRESS BREAKOUT

Count Per cent

Individuals by name and job title 34,882 93.1

Individuals by name only 1,520 4.0

Individuals by job title only 1,041 2.7

Individuals by company name only 1 0.0

Total 37,444

AIRCRAFT FLEET DATA: Shown below are the numbers of
aircraft registered in each country, the owners and
operators of which we aim to include within our printed
circulation. Note that we also distribute to those
responsible for aircraft based in this region but registered
elsewhere.

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION

Printed Digital FBO/Exhib Total Readership Jets Turboprops Twins Helicopters Fleet

AFRICA
Total 2 430 0 432 442

ASIA
Total 6 853 0 859 888

CENTRAL AMERICA
Total 2 215 0 217 227

EUROPE
Total 203 4,792 12 5,007 6,149

MIDDLE EAST
Total 14 345 0 359 426

NORTH AMERICA
Canada 245 2,634 56 2,935 4,895 617 1,108 228 1,848 3,801

Mexico 183 1,015 30 1,228 2,526 765 285 59 546 1,655

Saint Pierre and Miquelon (France) 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

U.S.A. 4,538 25,706 132 30,376 54,006 16,360 9,402 4,003 6,628 36,393

Total 4,966 29,356 218 34,540 61,429

OCEANIA
Total 1 402 0 403 408

SOUTH AMERICA
Total 6 435 0 441 470

Unknown location 0 1,129 0 1,129 1,129

TOTAL 5,200 37,957 230 43,387 71,567
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We hereby declare and confirm that all data set forth in this statement are true.

David Wright, Managing Director Date: 06/01/2023

Janet Edwards, Database Manager Bishop's Stortford, U.K.


